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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND
Nordic Growth Market NGM AB (“NGM”) is the sole owner of the indices presented in this
document and its appendices. NGM has appointed an index calculator. The indices are
calculated in real time.
This document describes how the NGM All-Share, NGM Main Regulated, NGM Nordic SME
and NGM X indices are calculated and adjusted. It is aimed at anyone interested in the
construction and computation of such indices.

1.2. INDEX FAMILY
The NGM index family consists of the indices presented in Appendix A. The NGM All-Share
Index serves as universe for the indices. Stocks are selected to the di erent indices based on
speci c selection rules listed in subsequent sections. Thus, a stock selected to an index is
hereina er referred to as an Index Share.
The NGM All-Share Index is a market capitalization weighted index with the objective to
represent the overall state of the companies listed on the NGM platform. Since there is no
ltering for liquidity the index may not be easy to replicate in a portfolio or benchmark
against and the pricing of the constituents, and hence the index level, may lag due to
infrequent trading in the underlying shares.
The NGM Main Regulated Index represents the companies included in the NGM All-Share
Index and listed on the Main Regulated Equity segment.
The NGM Nordic SME Index represents the companies included in the NGM All-Share Index
and listed on the Nordic SME segment.
The NGM X Index represents the ten most traded and largest companies in the NGM Allshare Index.
If, for some reason, an index is to be discontinued, NGM will notify the market in due course.
The decision to discontinue an index will be made by the Index Commi ee.
NGM is the sole and exclusive owner of all rights, titles and interest of the indices.

1.3. INFORMATION POLICY & INDEX GOVERNANCE
The periodically and daily maintenance of the indices, such as calculating and distributing
the index levels and calculation parameters, are made in accordance with these rules.
Changes to the index composition and these rules will be published by NGM and the index
calculator. The latest version of the Index Methodology, are at any given time available on
the website www.ngm.se.
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Methodology changes
Material changes to the Index Methodology are normally announced three months before
they are put into e ect. Examples of material changes to the methodology are changes to
the price source, calculation formula and the index rebalancing requirements. NGM may in
its sole discretion shorten the three months’ notice period for minor changes, or where the
changes are the result of legislation, regulation, legal ruling, administrative decision or in
other special cases.
The Index Commi ee decides in each case whether an external consultation is necessary.

1.4. DAILY INDEX OPERATIONS
Daily index operations, such as registering corporate actions, running constituency weights
calculations, quality checks and general surveillance of the daily production is performed by
the index calculator. Periodical reviews and, if applicable, rebalancing of the indices, are
prepared by the index calculator and presented to the Index Commi ee which is the
decision-making body for all signi cant decisions a ecting the index production.

1.5. INDEX COMMITTEE
The role of the NGM Index Commi ee is to determine and review these rules and to consider
and agree on additions and deletions in accordance with these rules. The Index Commi ee is
exclusively authorized to resolve upon changes in index rules and methodology.

1.6. INDEX CORRECTION POLICY
There are mainly three areas within index production that might require corrective measures;
incidents concerning the real-time feed, incidents concerning the content of an index or
incidents concerning the distribution of index weights.
More speci cally, corrections may occur for instance due to missed corporate actions
resulting in wrong (adjusted) opening prices, incorrect number of shares, divisor, capping etc.
Incorrect data may also cause wrong outcome of rebalances. Incidents concerning the realtime market data feed is considered most critical.
NGM will use its reasonable e orts to correct any error as soon as possible and, if applicable,
will reissue index weight les and ensure correct closing and opening values. If the error is
corrected during the market open, NGM will ensure correct real-time calculation. The index
correction policy requires reliable communication to market participants. Any corrections to
index weight les or real-time dissemination will be communicated to the market participants
directly or to the broader audience depending on scope of the incident and according to the
overall contingency plans as a supervised entity. Communication will occur simultaneously to
involved parties by e-mail and/or the www.ngm.se website and distribution service.
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1.7. INDEX CURRENCY
The base currency for the indices is Swedish Krona (SEK).
The multi-currency indices might consist of securities quoted on di erent currencies and the
underlying prices of the securities is converted into the index quote currency provided by the
European Central Bank.
To calculate an index in any other currency than the quote currency, the index levels may be
multiplied by the exchange rate of the new currency to the index quote currency.
The index calculator uses currency data provided by the European Central Bank. If no foreign
exchange rate xing is available arising from technical failure or other causes not controlled
by the index calculator, other sources to calculate a new foreign exchange rate xing may be
used. If the foreign exchange rate xing is not representative, it may calculate a new foreign
exchange rate xing potentially using other sources.
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2. SECTOR CLASSIFICATION
2.1. CLASSIFICATION STANDARD
NGM has entered into a license agreement with Morningstar with respect to classi cation of
shares listed on the NGM markets Main Regulated Equity and Nordic SME structured in
accordance with the Morningstar Global Equity Classi cation structure.
NGM has adopted the Morningstar Global Equity Classi cation structure as the o cial and
primary Classi cation Standard for classi cation of all share classes listed on Main
Regulated and Nordic SME.

2.2. THE CLASSIFICATION
The Morningstar Global Equity Classi cation divides the stock universe into Super Sectors,
Sectors, Industry Groups and Industries.
NGM has adopted the Sector level classi cation in order to categorize the companies. The 11
sectors are made up of 69 industry groups (mapped from 148 industries based on their
common operational characteristics).

2.3. COMPANY CLASSIFICATION GUIDELINE
Please refer to the Morningstar Global Equity Classi cation [1] for more information about the
guideline.
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3. CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
3.1. ELIGIBLE SECURITIES
All stocks listed on the NGM markets Main Regulated Equity and Nordic SME are normally
eligible for inclusion in their respective indices. However, if an index has certain criteria such
as liquidity it may make a security ineligible for index purposes.
If a company has listed multiple stock classes, each of which is priced and traded separately,
all stock classes are eligible for inclusion and are treated as separate securities. Interim
shares are also treated as separate instruments from the company’s existing share class.
Security types not included in the index are closed-end funds, exchange traded funds,
mutual funds, unit-investment trusts, securities issued by alternative investment funds,
convertible debentures, preferred shares, rights, equity certi cates, warrants, and other
derivative securities.
It is not possible for a listed company to apply for inclusion in an index, nor is it possible to
oppose it.

3.2. ALL-SHARE INDICES
3.2.1. GENERAL
The All-Share, Main Regulated and Nordic SME indices are by construction not intended to
be investible indices. The maintenance of the index compositions is carried out on a daily
basis to re ect the continuous changes in outstanding shares and listed companies.
New listings shall be included on the second day of listing.

3.2.2. ALL-SHARE INDEX
The All-Share Index consists of all eligible shares listed on NGM’s segments Main Regulated
Equity and Nordic SME.

3.2.3. MAIN REGULATED INDEX
The Main Regulated Index consists of all eligible shares listed on NGM’s segment Main
Regulated Equity.

3.2.4. NORDIC SME INDEX
The Nordic SME Index consists of all eligible shares listed on NGM’s segment Nordic SME.

3.3. NGM X INDEX
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3.3.1. GENERAL
The NGM X Index is an index representing the ten most traded and largest companies in the
NGM All-share Index. The index is aimed to be a highly liquid composition of shares that
re ects the largest companies in the NGM universe.
The index is rebalanced semi-annually.

3.3.2. INDEX SELECTION CRITERIA
The following method is used in the selection of constituents to the index portfolio:
i. All securities are ranked according to 12 months’ o

cial trading turnover (in SEK). The

calculation period is the 12 months prior to the selection of a new NGM X composition, see
section 3.3.4.
ii. All securities are ranked according to market capitalization.
iii. The 10 most traded securities according to (i) are

rst included. If all of the 10 selected

securities are among the top 15 largest companies according to (ii), they are all selected
as index constituents. If one or more securities are not among the top 15 largest
companies, the securities will be replaced by the security that is closest to qualify.
The decision to deviate from the provisions above will be made by the Index Commi ee.

3.3.3. INDEX REBALANCING
The index normally consists of 10 constituents.
The NGM X Index is rebalanced semi-annually by NGM who applies the criteria in sections
3.3.4-3.3.5. In the period between reviews, the number of shares for each security applied in
the index calculation is xed with the exception of adjustments for corporate actions with
priority for existing shareholders as set out in section 4.6 and “as needed” capping as
described in section 3.3.5.2.
The universe of companies eligible for the rebalancing is based on closing data on the last
trading day of October and April. A security transferred to NGM from another relevant
market will be eligible for inclusion in the upcoming index rebalancing if the security is
included in the NGM All-Share Index on or before the last trading day of October or April.
Implementation of the rebalanced index will take e ect on the rst trading day of December
and June, respectively. Rebalancing will be undertaken using closing prices the day prior to
implementation.
If a company gains control of the outstanding shares in another company, according to
section 5.8, in the period between the last trading day in October or April and the time for
publishing the preliminary composition, the acquired company will not be included in the
selection process.
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During a merger or acquisition when the outcome is uncertain, NGM reserves the right to
publish more than one preliminary composition.

3.3.4. LIQUIDITY CRITERIA
To avoid seasonal

uctuations all eligible securities in NGM All-Shares Index are ranked

according to the previous 12 months’ trading turnover. Only automatic trades are included in
the turnover calculation (negotiated trades are excluded). No extrapolation is carried out for
securities listed less than 12 months, except as set forth in section 5.7.3.
If a signi cant portion of the trading volume of a stock which quali es as an index
constituent is a ributable to a few transactions or to transactions within a limited time period
so that the registered volume is considered not to be representative, NGM may decide that
the stock is ineligible.

3.3.5. MARKET CAPITALIZATION LIMIT - CAPPING
If one or few constituents dominate the index due to a large weight in the index such
constituents may be overrepresented in the index and skew the index performance
compared to the universe of all stocks in the index.
Consequently, the NGM X index is a capped index. In general, the largest security may not
exceed 30% of the NGM X index total market value, while other securities may not exceed
15%.
NGM is maintaining the weighting restrictions by using a semi-annual and daily (“as needed”)
procedure. The procedure maintaining these restrictions is applied subsequently to
application of the criteria in section 3.3.4. The weighting restrictions will be imposed by
adjusting the number of shares of the constituents. The number of shares used is based on
the closing prices two trading days before the capping comes into e ect.

3.3.5.1. SEMI-ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT
i. Adjustments will come into e ect on the

rst trading day in June and December. The

largest security, if exceeding 30% of the NGM X index total market value, will be capped
at 30%.
ii. The weight removed from the largest security will be distributed amongst the remaining

securities in proportion to their relative weights.
iii. Other securities, if exceeding 15% of the NGM X total market value, will be capped at 15%.
iv. The capping is repeated if necessary until all securities are within the capping limits of

30% and 15%.

3.3.5.2. DAILY ADJUSTMENT / ”AS NEEDED”
i. The index may be recapped on an “as needed” basis in between rebalancing times. “As

needed” rebalancing is done at the close of each day.
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ii. The “as needed” adjustment will be activated if the largest security exceeds 35% and/or

other securities exceed 20% of the NGM X total market value.
iii. The securities will be capped until the weight restrictions are satis ed as for the semi-

annual adjustment.
Corporate actions and fast entry/exit may result in additional adjustments.

3.3.5.3. INTRA-PERIODIC REBALANCE OF THE INDEX
If in special circumstances NGM considers an index constituent to be unsuitable, NGM may
decide to remove it from the NGM X Index. Such decision will be made by the Index
Commi ee.
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4. INDEX CALCULATION
4.1. GENERAL
NGM has appointed an index calculator to calculate and disseminate the index values in
real-time.

4.2. FORMULA
The main objective of the index calculation is to exceedingly re ect the changes in value of a
portfolio consisting of the index constituents.
The NGM indices are calculated according to the below formula:
n

It =

∑

i=1

n

∑

i=1

qi,t ∗ pi,t ∗ ri,t

qi,t ∗ (pi,t−1 − di,t ) ∗ ri,t−1 ∗ Ji,t

∗ It−1

where

It = index level at time t

qi,t = number of shares of company i applied in the index at time t

pi,t = price in quote currency of a share in company i at time t

di,t = dividend of a share in company i at time t (only used f or total return indices)

ri,t = f oreign exchange rate f rom quote currency of company i at time t to index quote
currency

Ji,t = adjustment f actor f or adjusting the share price of company i due to corporate
actions by the company at time t

4.3. LAST SALE PRICE
To represent the last traded price of a share,

pi,t

in the formula, NGM uses automatically

matched trades only. The o cially registered last traded price for an index constituent on
each trading day shall be corrected for cancelled trades before it is applied to the
calculation of index values on the next trading day.
If an index security does not trade on its index market on a given day or the index market has
not opened for trading, the most recent Last Sale Price (adjusted for corporate actions, if any)
is used. If an index security is halted during the trading day the most recent Last Sale Price is
used until trading resumes.

4.4. NUMBER OF SHARES
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4.4.1. ALL-SHARE, MAIN REGULATED AND NORDIC SME INDICES
The number of shares of a company applied in the index,

qi,t

, in the formula in section 4.2, is

the current outstanding number of shares (treasury shares not included). If corporate actions
cause adjustments to the index, the number of shares is changed to fully re ect the new
market capitalization of the company in the index.

4.4.2. NGM X INDEX
The number of shares of a constituent applied in the index, q , in the formula in section 4.2 is
i,t

a result of the semi-annual rebalance and is xed in the period between reviews with the
exception of adjustments for corporate actions with priority for existing shareholders, and “as
needed” adjustments.

4.5. DIVIDENDS
The indices are calculated as total return (GI) and price (PI) versions of all indices in this
document. In the event that a company o ers shareholders the choice of receiving cash or
shares, NGM assumes that investors elect the cash option and treats the dividend as a
regular cash dividend.

4.5.1. GROSS INDICES (GI)
To re ect the true performance of an index, dividends are reinvested in the total return
version of the index. The reinvestment is carried out by adjusting the p

i,t−1

in the denominator

in the index with subtraction of dividends from this price on the ex-dividend date t. This
adjustment reinvests the dividend in all index constituents in proportion to their respective
weights. Adjustment shall also be made for scrip dividends, other cash distributions or for
capital reductions where the whole or part of the cash distribution or the amount of the
reduction replaces an ordinary dividend.
p̃i,t−1 = pi,t−1 − dividend

4.5.2. PRICE INDICES (PI)
In a price return index, no cash dividend is reinvested in the index. Hence, the price return
index only yields the performance of share price movements. The di erence in rate of return
for the total and price return version of an index is a ributable to the dividend yield of the
index.

4.6. ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
If a company carries through with a corporate action with priority for existing shareholders,
any diluting e ects must be adjusted for in order to re ect the true performance of the
security and index. In the event of a corporate action undertaken by a constituent company,
NGM will calculate the adjustment factor applied in the index calculation, J , in the formula
i,t
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in section 4.2, according to the rules in chapter 5. The adjustment factor expresses the
theoretical percentage change in the share price as a result of the dilution.

4.7. FIXING VALUE
NGM calculates xing values for indices on a daily basis. The xing value is calculated by
using volume weighted average prices (VWAP) for each constituent instead of the Last Sale
Price used in the ordinary index calculation formula described in section 4.2.
NGM is using the following formula to calculate xing values:

n
¯

∑
qi,t ∗ pi,t
¯
i=1

It =

n

∑

i=1

qi,t−1 ∗ pi,t−1 ∗ ri,t−1 ∗ Ji,t

∗ It−1

where
m

∑
nj,t ∗ pj,t ∗ rj,t
j=1
¯
pi,t =
n
m,t

and

nj,t = number of shares in trade j on day t

nm,t = total number of shares traded on day t

The other variables are as in the formula in section 4.2. When calculating the average price
for the index constituent, only transactions which have been carried out during opening
hours at a price which is within the range of the highest bid price and the lowest ask price for
such stock at the time of the transaction shall be taken into account (automatically matched
trades).

4.8. SUSPENSION AND TRADING HALT
Index constituents that are subject to a matching halt or are suspended from trading on Main
Regulated Equity or Nordic SME shall be included in index calculations using the Last Sale
Price.
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5. CORPORATE ACTIONS
This section lists the most common corporate actions undertaken by listed companies and
describes the appropriate adjustment applied by NGM to maintain the correct
representation of the index performance. Rebalancing will be undertaken using closing
prices the day prior to implementation.
The following corporate actions may lead to an adjustment of the indices:
Rights issue
Split / Reverse split and change in face value
Private placement
Repair issue
Spin-o
Merger / Acquisition
Redemption and cancellation of shares
Each event is described in detail below.

5.1. DISCRETIONARY ADJUSTMENTS
NGM decides which adjustment alternative shall be employed. NGM may in the cases
described below make other adjustments than those stated, if warranted by special
circumstances. NGM may also make adjustments to an index in other cases than stated
below. Any discretionary adjustment decision will be decided by the Index Commi ee.

5.2. DAILY REVIEW OF NUMBER OF SHARES IN THE INDEX
There is a fundamental di erence in the treatment of adjusting number of shares in indices
that only rebalance number of shares periodically compared to that of indices rebalancing
number of shares on a daily basis.
The indices herein are rebalancing number of shares on a daily basis and include all shares
outstanding or thereof implied number of shares in the event of corporate actions.

5.3. RIGHTS ISSUE
A share issue is an o er by the company to existing shareholders to take part in a new issue
of shares. The new shares are o ered in proportion to each shareholder’s existing holding,
generally at a reduced price. The issue of shares at below-market-price results in dilution of
the head shares. In a rights issue both the number of shares outstanding and market
capitalization of the company increases.
E ective from the ex-date, the number of shares and price of the constituent are adjusted to
re ect its true performance.
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It is assumed that the rights issue is fully subscribed. For indices rebalancing number of shares
on a daily basis and in the case of a not fully subscribed o ering, the number of shares
included in the index will be adjusted to re ect the actual number of shares subscribed.
For repair issues, please refer to section 5.6.1.
NGM is calculating the adjustment factor using the following formula:
Adjustment f actor j =

pex
pcum

where

pex = (

pcum ∗ m + p ∗ n
m + n

)

and

pcum = security price cum rights

pex = theoretical security price ex rights

p = subscription price

m = number of head shares

n = number of new shares

5.3.1. CONDITIONAL EX-DATE
If a share trades exclusive the right to participate in a rights issue prior to the General
Meeting’s approval of the rights issues in question, NGM may suspend the share in indices
until such approval is submi ed. Each case should be reviewed individually.

5.4. BONUS ISSUE
A bonus issue or stock dividend is an issue of shares free of charge to existing shareholders,
the shares being brought into existence by the capitalization of the company’s reserves. The
new shares are issued in proportion to each shareholder’s existing holding. The issue of bonus
shares is merely an accounting transaction and results in no ow of capital into or out of the
company. The number of shares increases but the market capitalization of the company
remains unchanged.
NGM will increase the number of shares of the constituent security, by the number of
additional shares, on the day that the index constituent is rst available for trading on the
exchange ex rights (ex-day).

5.5. SPLIT / REVERSE SPLIT
A stock split or reverse split is the action of a company in spli ing or recouping its shares,
reducing or increasing, respectively, par value in proportion and so increases or decreases,
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respectively, the number of shares. The economic e ect of a stock split or reverse stock split
is equivalent to bonus issue, as there is no ow of capital into or out of the company. The
number of shares increases or decreases but the market capitalization of the company
remains unchanged.

5.6. PRIVATE PLACEMENT
Issues where existing shareholders have waived their pre-emptive right to subscribe in the
issue are usually o ered to the public, directly to a person or an organization. The issue of
new shares results in ow of capital into the company, the number of shares increases and
the market capitalization of the company changes.
E ective on the ex-date, the number of shares of the constituent security is adjusted in
indices that rebalance the number of shares on a daily basis in order to re ect the new
market capitalization of the company.

5.6.1. REPAIR ISSUE
Repair issues are sometimes launched subsequent to a private placement to compensate
shareholders that did not participate in the private placement. The terms for such issues are
normally announced on the ex-date. As a main rule, NGM does not adjust for repair issues.
For indices rebalancing number of shares on a daily basis, the new shares are included when
the nal result of the issue is available.

5.7. SPIN-OFF
A spin-o results in out ow of capital in form of capital transfer from the parent company to
the new company. In a spin-o

the number of shares outstanding normally remains

unchanged. However, the price of the company will be a ected.
The adjustment method used depends on whether the spin-o

is listed on NGM on the ex-

date or not.

5.7.1. SPIN-OFF LISTED ON THE EX-DATE
5.7.1.1. DIRECT INCLUSION
If the spin-o is listed on the exchange on the ex-day and the new security by a high degree
of probability is expected to be liquid so prices will be obtained on the ex-day, the security
will be included in the index on the ex-day with opening price 0.

5.7.2. SPIN-OFF NOT LISTED ON THE EX-DATE
5.7.2.1. VALUATION METHOD
Where valuation of the spin-o can be obtained, the opening price of the index constituent
pi,t−1

on the ex-day shall be determined as the most recent price on the preceding bank day
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less the calculated value of the spin-o . Therea er the regular index calculation shall take
place employing the most recent transaction prices.
The valuation of the spin-o

will be based on publicly available information from the

company itself, and/or on minimum three estimates from members of NGM.
If a satisfactory estimate of the right can be obtained, the Valuation Method shall primarily
be used. Secondarily NGM uses the Fixed Price Method stated below.

5.7.2.2. FIXED PRICE METHOD
If no satisfactory valuation of the spin-o has been obtained, e ective on the ex-date only,
the index is calculated using the closing share price from the previous trading day. This price
is used in the calculation of the index up to and including that day the rst closing price is
registered excluding spin-o . The following day, a new base value is calculated on the basis
of the previous day’s closing price.

5.7.3. SPIN-OFF HISTORICAL TURNOVER FIGURES
For index rebalancing purposes, NGM links the turnover history based on the terms of the
spin-o . If no o cial terms are available, the parent company’s closing price on the ex-day
compared to the closing price on the preceding business day is used for calculating the
adjustment factor. If in doubt, NGM decides which company is the parent company. The
turnover is distributed between parent and spin-o

before the semi-annual rebalance is

conducted.

5.8. MERGER / ACQUISITION
A merger or acquisition is to combine the ownership of two companies into a new company
or that one company obtains the ownership of the other.
The target company is deleted from the index when NGM considers the event to be nal,
unless the company is deemed unsuitable for index purposes earlier.
An acquisition is considered nal when the acquiring company controls at least 90% of the
outstanding shares in the acquired company, no legal action is pending, and other relevant
conditions have been met.
The target company is deleted from the indices at market close if the notice is published
before market opening, or at closing the following day if the notice is published during
opening hours.

5.8.1. INDICES REBALANCING THE NUMBER OF SHARES DAILY
In indices reviewing the number of shares on daily basis the following procedure will take
place:
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i. If both the acquiring company and the acquired company are listed on NGM, the

acquired company is deleted from the index when the company is delisted from NGM or
when shares issued to the shareholders in the acquired company is subject for trading in
the acquiring company.
ii. If the acquiring company is not listed, the acquired company is deleted from the index.

If an acquisition is cancelled a er NGM has deemed the event nal, the deleted company
will be re-included in the indices from which it was deleted. The company will be re-included
at market close as soon as possible a er NGM has considered the event cancelled.

5.9. REPURCHASE OF OWN SHARES
In the event a company whose shares constitute an index constituent repurchases its own
shares, and/or repurchases and cancels its own shares, NGM adjusts the number of shares
included in the indices rebalanced on a daily basis. The adjustment shall take place through
a reduction in the number of shares included in the index constituent.

5.10. SUSPENSION FROM INDEX
Where information concerning a corporate action is seen as insu cient in order to perform a
satisfactory adjustment, the constituent security may be suspended from the index on the exdate only. However, if no price has been obtained on the ex-day, the constituent security will
remain suspended from the index until the day a er the rst price observation.

5.11. FAST ENTRY
A new security listed on NGM is generally not considered for inclusion in the index
composition until the next periodic review. However, if omission of a newly listed security from
the index composition is considered by NGM to result in a substantial deterioration of the
index’ ability to mimic the population of stocks representing the market, fast entry may be
considered. A fast entry is subject to decision by the Index Commi ee.
If a fast entry is decided, the new security is included on or around its tenth day of trading. No
existing constituents are excluded as a result of the fast entry.
For the All-Share indices, the new security is included on its second day of trading.

5.12. FAST EXIT
If a security is delisted from NGM a replacement constituent is included in the index
composition, following the criteria in sections 3.3.4-3.3.5. The exclusion of an index
constituent will usually be carried out on its last trading day, unless the security is deemed
unsuitable for index purposes earlier.
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6. GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT POLICY
NGM announces index-related information via the website www.ngm.se.
Deadlines for announcements:
Rule amendments: Material changes to the rules are normally announced three (3) months
before they are put into e ect. NGM may in its sole discretion shorten the three months’
notice period for minor changes, or where the changes are the result of legislation,
regulation, legal ruling, administrative decision or in other special cases.
Periodic index composition: No announcement is made prior to the e ective date of the
periodic index composition. NGM reserves the right to alter the announced composition in
case of a merger, take-over or other major event that is expected to deteriorate the index’
ability to mimic the population of stocks representing the market.
Daily maintenance: Adjustments of the indices due to corporate actions are done in
accordance with the index rules. However, no announcement is made prior to the
e ective date of the corporate actions.
In the event that an index calculation has been corrected historically, an announcement will
be provided and clients are asked to update their databases accordingly.

7. GENERAL CORRECTION POLICY
Generally, the indices are maintained on an ongoing basis and any corporate actions are
handled simultaneously as they occur, given that all necessary information is publicly
available. However, there may be events where there is not su cient public information
available or that the event is announced post ex-day. In such cases, NGM will decide on a
case by case basis whether the event can be implemented in connection to the regularly
scheduled index reviews or if a historical correction of the a ected indices is warranted.
Any historical correction to an index is limited to a time frame of six (6) months prior, counting
from the date where the correction is being implemented. If such a correction would occur, it
will be announced on the NGM website and new index closing values will be provided.

8. ALTERNATIVE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
If, in the opinion of NGM, technical or other reasons, render the automatic transmission of
price information or other information regarding an index share or currency x from NGM, or
other information system approved by NGM, either wholly or partially unavailable, or if such
price information is unreliable or in any other way fails to re ect the development of market
prices in the currency type or index shares, NGM may utilize another source of information
and thereby apply other bases for the calculation of the indices than those which otherwise
are stated in these rules.
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ABOUT NORDIC GROWTH MARKET
Nordic Growth Markets is one of the leading Nordic stock exchanges with more than 30 years
of experience as a dedicated partner for growth companies. Through our marketplaces in
Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway, we provide trading in more than 15,000 instruments
such as equities, bonds, AIF:s and derivatives. We are a wholly owned subsidiary of the Börse
Stu gart Group, one of Germany’s leading trading platforms for retail clients.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
NGM is the sole and exclusive owner of all rights and titles to the indices and the trademarks
related thereto. For any data used, or linked to, the indices, a license from NGM is required.
This document and its contents may not be reproduced, redistributed, stored in retrieval
system, or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, or transmi ed by
any other form or means whether electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior wri en consent of NGM.

DISCLAIMER
NGM may, from time to time, exercise reasonable discretion as it deems appropriate in order
to ensure index integrity. NGM may also, due to special circumstances, if deemed essential,
apply discretionary adjustments to ensure and maintain the high quality of the index
construction and calculation. NGM does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any
index or of the data used to calculate the index or determine the index components, or the
uninterrupted or un-delayed calculation or dissemination of any index. NGM does not
guarantee that any index accurately re ects past, present, or future market performance.
NGM does not make any recommendation to buy or sell any security or any representation
about the

nancial condition of any company. Investors should undertake their own due

diligence and carefully evaluate companies before investing. The information contained
herein is provided for informational and educational purposes only, and nothing contained
herein should be construed as investment advice, either on behalf of a particular security or
an overall investment strategy. Advice from a securities professional is strongly advised.

LIMITS OF LIABILITY
NGM assumes no liability of any nature (including, but not limited to negligence) for any loss,
damages, costs, claims and expenses related to or arising out of the use of the indices or any
data included therein. NGM expressly disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, as to the
availability, accuracy, uninterrupted calculation, completeness, merchantability or tness for
a particular purpose with respect to the indices or any data included therein. Neither NGM,
nor any third party, makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect
to the indices, the results to be obtained by their use or the value of the indices at any given
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time. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall NGM have any liability for any
indirect damages, lost pro ts or special, incidental, punitive, indirect, or consequential
damages, even if noti ed of the possibility of such damages.
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APPENDIX A: INDEX IDENTIFIERS
Table 1: Index Identi ers
Index

Symbol

ISIN

Nordic Growth Market All-

NGMPI

SE0015221205

NGMGI

SE0015221213

NGMREGPI

SE0015221239

NGMREGGI

SE0015221320

NGMSMEPI

SE0015221338

NGMSMEGI

SE0015221346

NGMXPI

SE0015221353

NGMXGI

SE0015221361

Share Price Index
Nordic Growth Market AllShare Gross Index
Nordic Growth Market Main
Regulated Price Index
Nordic Growth Market Main
Regulated Gross Index
Nordic Growth Market Nordic
SME Price Index
Nordic Growth Market Nordic
SME Gross Index
Nordic Growth Market X Price
Index
Nordic Growth Market X
Gross Index

1. h p://advisor.morningstar.com/Enterprise/VTC/MorningstarGlobalEquityClassStructure2019v2.pdf
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